
Chronic inflammation is accompanied by increased

expression of proinflammatory cytokines that modulate

immune response, chemokines that attract immune cells

to the inflammatory site, and growth factors necessary for

the local development and differentiation of immune

cells. Inflammation that contributes to tumor growth may

be caused by chronic infections and autoimmune

processes, and also be provoked by environmental factors

or the use of chemotherapy. Furthermore, local chronic

inflammation that promotes tumor growth can be

induced by the cancer cells themselves [1]. When dysreg-

ulation of the immune response and the induction of

chronic inflammation occur, activation of signaling cas-

cades and transcription factors can give a selective advan-

tage to cancer cells. It is known that such transcriptional

programs can lead to induction of angiogenesis, degrada-

tion of extracellular matrix proteins, tumor niche remod-

eling and tumor cell proliferation through regulation of

genes involved in these processes. Active forms of nitro-

gen and oxygen that are produced during inflammation

may not only suppress the antitumor immune response,

but also promote genomic instability, such as mutations

or epigenetic changes. Furthermore, during inflamma-

tion signaling cascades responsible for antiapoptotic pro-

tein expression are activated, which provides resistance

for cancer cells to apoptosis [2]. Finally, there is increas-

ing evidence that chronic inflammation is often accom-

panied by the accumulation of various myeloid cells,

which also may contribute to tumor growth [3].

MYELOID-DERIVED SUPPRESSOR CELLS

Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) repre-

sent a heterogeneous population of immature neu-

trophils, monocytes, and dendritic cells capable of sup-
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Abstract—Myeloid-derived suppressor cells represent a heterogeneous population of immature myeloid cells. Under normal

conditions, these cells differentiate into macrophages, dendritic cells, and granulocytes. However, in pathological states

such as inflammation, infection, or tumor growth, there is an arrest of their differentiation that results in the accumulation

of immature myeloid cells in the organism. In addition, these cells acquire a suppressor phenotype, expressing anti-inflam-

matory cytokines and reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, and suppress T-cell immune response. Myeloid-derived sup-

pressor cells (MDSC) contribute to cancerogenesis by forming a favorable microenvironment for tumor growth.

Proinflammatory cytokines, secreted by tumor cells and the tumor microenvironment, induce angiogenesis and metastasis

and promote tumor growth. They also provide signals necessary for survival, accumulation, and function of MDSC.

Understanding the mechanisms of myeloid suppressor cell development and the use of proinflammatory cytokine inhibitors

may prove beneficial for tumor therapy.
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pressing the immune response, including immune

response against tumors [4]. MDSC are characterized

by co-expression of myeloid surface markers CD11b and

GR-1. Antibodies against GR-1 usually recognize one

epitope on two structurally similar molecules – Ly6G

and Ly6C. Using antibodies specific to these individual

markers, two subpopulations of MDSC were identified:

granulocyte fraction CD11b+Ly6G+Ly6Clow, character-

ized by high production of reactive oxygen species

(ROS) and a low level of nitric oxide (NO), and mono-

cyte fraction CD11b+Ly6G–Ly6Chi, producing large

amounts of NO [5]. Both populations express arginase

(Arg1). In humans, MDSC are characterized by

LIN–HLA–DR–CD33+CD11b+ expression profile, but

they may also express additional markers depending of

the type of cancer. Thus, it was shown that the monocyte

fraction expresses CD14, and the granulocytic fraction

expresses CD15 [6]. The accumulation of MDSC was

first discovered in patients with tumors, but later expan-

sion of this myeloid cell population with suppressor

functions was also reported in several experimental

models of carcinogenesis in mice [7-9].

Accumulation and composition of MDSC is mainly

influenced by the tumor microenvironment (Fig. 1). Cells

of the tumor microenvironment secrete various factors

that can be divided into two groups according to their

functions [10]. The first group of factors, such as granulo-

cyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF),

granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF), mono-

cyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF),

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and IL-13 is

responsible for myelopoiesis and suppression of differen-

tiation of immature myeloid cells into terminally differ-

entiated cells. The second group includes various proin-

flammatory factors such as TNF, IL-1β, IL-6, S100A8,

and S100A9 secreted by the tumor cells, as well as IFN-γ,

IL-4, IL-10, and IL-13 secreted by tumor-associated T-

cells that affect differentiation of myeloid progenitors and

promote suppressor activity of MDSC [3]. In addition,

various important chemokines, such as CCL2, CXCL12,

Fig. 1. Chronic inflammation, MDSC, and cancer. Expansion of MDSC mediated by tumor microenvironment. The tumor microenviron-

ment produces proinflammatory cytokines and growth factors that affect immature myeloid cells (IMC) formed from a common myeloid pro-

genitor (CMP). Pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines and growth factors such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, G-SCF, M-CSF, and VEGF lead to

activation of STAT3 that promotes the survival and proliferation of the cells through upregulation of antiapoptotic and cell cycle proteins and

also drives the expression of S100A8 and S100A9 antimicrobial peptides [30, 31]. The transcription factor STAT1, activated by IFN-γ and IL-

1β, is involved in the increase of iNOS and Arg1 gene expression [32], and another transcription factor of this family – STAT6 – activates the

expression NOX2 and Arg1 [33]. STAT5 and STAT3, activated by GM-CSF, enhance the expression of antiapoptotic proteins [34] and IDO

[18], respectively.
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CXCL15, are necessary for attraction of myeloid cells to

the tumor site [11-13].

FUNCTIONS OF MYELOID SUPPRESSOR CELLS

MDSC suppress immune response through cell-to-

cell interactions via molecules synthesized on the cell sur-

face, as well as via short-lived mediators (Fig. 1) [14].

First, MDSC affect the metabolism of arginine and tryp-

tophan, which leads to inhibition of T-cell antitumor

immune response. The enzyme iNOS (inducible Nitric

Oxide Synthase) converts arginine into citrulline and

NO, while Arg1 converts it into ornithine and urea. Thus,

elevated concentrations of these enzymes lead to a short-

age of arginine at the site of inflammation [3, 15]. In turn,

lack of arginine decreases T-cell proliferation and sup-

presses the expression of CD3ζ-chains of T-cell receptor

(TCR) [16]. A similar mechanism of MDSC-mediated

T-cell suppression is STAT3-dependent activation of

indolamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), which leads to tryp-

tophan deficiency [17, 18]. It is remarkable that IDO,

produced by tumor cells, contributes to attraction and

activation of MDSC with participation of regulatory T-

cells (Treg) [19]. Second, MDSC produce reactive oxy-

gen and nitrogen species by NADPH oxidase and iNOS

that supports the inflammatory microenvironment.

Furthermore, peroxynitrite, which is formed by chemical

reaction between superoxide anion-radical and nitric

oxide [20], is involved in the nitration and nitrosylation of

various amino acids that results in their decrease at the

site of inflammation. Moreover, peroxynitrite modifies

TCR-complex components, i.e. directly alters its struc-

ture, and thereby affects the interaction of T-cell receptor

with the MHC (major histocompatibility complex) mole-

cules, which ultimately leads to inhibition of specific T-

cell response to tumor antigens [21]. ROS inhibit expres-

sion of CD3ζ-chains of TCR and various cytokines [22].

It was also shown that NO blocks signaling from IL-2 and

inhibits T-cell proliferation [23].

In addition, MDSC can affect the migration of T-

cells. MDSC express ADAM17 on their surface, which

due to its protease activity is able to cleave the external

domain of CD62L. CD62L is an important adhesion

molecule that allows naïve lymphocytes to locate to the

lymph nodes, where they may differentiate into activated

T-cells in the presence of antigens. In addition, CD62L

retains naive lymphocytes at the site of inflammation, e.g.

in the tumor microenvironment, where their activation

also occurs [24]. Thus, by removing CD62L, MDSC

inhibit activation of naive T-cells and prevent their relo-

cation to the site of inflammation [25]. MDSC produce

reactive nitrogen species, leading to nitrosylation of

CCL2 chemokine, modification of which prevents the

infiltration of CD8+ T-cells in tumor tissues [26]. In addi-

tion, MDSC express galectin-9 (Gal-9) on their surface,

which is a ligand for TIM-3. TIM-3, in turn, is expressed

on IFN-γ-producing CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells and

ensures their negative regulation. The interaction of

TIM-3 with Gal-9 results in the death of T-cells and the

expansion of myeloid suppressor cells [27]. Finally,

MDSC inhibit NK-cell functions. In experimental mod-

els of carcinogenesis, it has been shown that inhibition of

NK-cell functions correlates with expansion of MDSC. It

was shown that MDSC reduce NK-cell cytotoxicity,

IFN-γ production, as well as expression of NKG2D

through the membrane-bound TGF-β1 [28].

Another mechanism of tumor development is associ-

ated with the induction and expansion of Treg. In several

animal models, it has been shown that Treg can be acti-

vated by MDSC both in vitro and in vivo. MDSC, stimu-

lated with IFN-γ, express large amounts of IL-10 and

TGF-β, which are important for the induction and acti-

vation of Treg. Later, the same authors have shown that

IFN-γ regulates CD40 expression on MDSC and thus

affects intercellular interactions between CD40+ MDSC

and CD40L+ T-cells in the presence of IL-10 and TGF-

β, which leads to the expansion and activation of Treg

[29].

Thus, innate and adaptive immune cells closely

interact with tumor cells and form tumor microenviron-

ment that may contribute to tumor progression. Myeloid

cells are an important component of the tumor microen-

vironment. They may support tumor survival, suppress

antitumor immune response, and lead to angiogenesis,

metastasis, and further expansion of the tumor niche

through induction of various signaling pathways (Fig. 1).

ROLE OF INFLAMMATION IN CANCER

Inflammation is one of the hallmarks of cancer [35]

and is mediated by the complex work of proinflammatory

cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors [1]. One of

the most studied proinflammatory cytokines is tumor

necrosis factor (TNF). It is a multifunctional cytokine

whose physiological effects are associated with

immunoregulation, protection from infections, and con-

trol of inflammation [36]. The role of TNF in the devel-

opment of tumors is controversial. On one hand, TNF

was discovered due to its antitumor activity [37].

However, there is evidence that TNF also promotes

tumor development. For example, TNF-deficient ovarian

cancer cell line was characterized as less invasive, with

high levels of cell death and decreased expression of

proinflammatory mediators such as VEGF, IL-6, and

CCL-2 [38]. TNF deficient mice were resistant to the

development of papillomas and squamous cell carcinoma

in an experimental model of chemically induced skin

cancer [39]. Mice deficient in TNFRI, exposed to

azoxymethane and sodium dextran sulfate, had less severe

symptoms of colon neoplasia – reduced number of
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macrophages and neutrophils and less damage of the

intestinal mucosa [40]. In another study, the role of TNF

was shown in a model of hepatocellular carcinoma, where

inhibition of this cytokine resulted in suppression of

tumor growth [41]. TNF is expressed as a homotrimer

and exists in soluble and membrane-bound forms. TACE

enzyme (TNF-α converting enzyme, also known as

ADAM17) converts transmembrane TNF (tmTNF) into

the soluble form (sTNF) by proteolytic cleavage [42].

When TNF interacts with TNFRI, the signaling part of

the receptor recruits molecules that lead to different sig-

nals: apoptosis, necrosis, proliferation, activation of NF-

κB [43]. Such complexity in TNF signaling most likely

can be explained by the presence of several receptors that

differ from each other by the expression pattern and the

type of transmitted signals, ability to transmit these sig-

nals in both soluble and membrane-bound forms, as well

as the presence of another ligand – lymphotoxin α bind-

ing to the same receptors [43]. Thus, expression of

numerous genes is activated by NF-κB including IL-6,

IL-8, IL-18, chemokines, cyclooxygenases, and other

mediators of inflammation. Interaction of TNFRII with

tmTNF also induces the signaling cascades resulting in

activation of NF-κB [44]. Induction of this transcription

factor leads to the development of tumors by stimulating

the expression of proinflammatory cytokines and adhe-

sion molecules. Furthermore, NF-κB is essential for cell

proliferation and activation of cell cycle factors such as

Cyclin-D1 and c-Myc, and antiapoptotic proteins – c-

FLIP, BCL-2, and cIAPs. The interaction of tmTNF,

expressed on tumor cells, with receptors leads to reverse

signal transmission that ensures the survival of tumor cells

by constitutive expression of NF-κB, whereas the

immune cells, when interacting with tmTNF on the sur-

face of tumor cells, obtain cell death signal through

TNFRI [45].

Thus, local effects of endogenous TNF produced by

tumor cells or cells of the tumor microenvironment lead

to survival and proliferation of cancer cells by NF-κB

activation, whereas antitumor effect of exogenous TNF is

caused by activation of cell death that occurs not because

of TNF direct action on tumor cells, but due to its effect

on blood vessels, which in turn are parts of a tumor

microenvironment and are necessary for tumor growth

[46]. Thus, the role of TNF in tumor development is

ambiguous and depends largely on the surrounding

inflammatory context, source of cells that produce TNF,

its form (soluble or membrane-bound), and cells with

which it interacts (Fig. 2).

IL-6 is a proinflammatory cytokine with a wide

range of immunoregulatory properties. It binds to the

soluble or transmembrane form of the IL-6R receptor

and through interaction with gp130 subunit activates

JAK/STAT, MAPK, and PI3K signaling pathways. An

important transcription factor that is activated by the

interaction of IL-6 with its receptor is STAT3. This tran-

scription factor contributes to the activation of genes

involved in control of cell division and apoptosis, such as

Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, Mcl-1, Cyclin D, c-Myc, HSP70, and sur-

vivin, which results in proliferation and survival of tumor

cells and cells of the tumor microenvironment [47, 48].

The tumor microenvironment cells, such as macro-

phages, dendritic cells, T cells, and epithelial cells, pro-

duce IL-6 and contribute to cancer development [49].

Furthermore, tumor cells themselves are capable of pro-

ducing IL-6, stimulating autocrine STAT3 activation

and proliferation of tumor cells [50]. Elevated level of

IL-6 is associated with cancers such as lymphomas and

breast, lung, and stomach cancer. In addition, the

IL6/JAK/ STAT3 signaling pathway has been implicated

in the development of colorectal cancer [49, 51].

Finally, IL-6 promotes angiogenesis by increasing the

expression of VEGF, an important vascular endothelial

growth factor, necessary for the growth of solid tumors

[52].

The role of IL-1 in cancer development, as well as

that of TNF, is not completely understood. On one hand,

IL-1 is involved in the development of malignant neo-

plasms and metastasis via MyD88-dependent activation

of NF-κB [53]. However, it activates effector mechanisms

that are involved in the elimination of tumors [54].

Overexpression of IL-1 is associated with a variety of can-

cers, such as breast, lung, and colon cancer [55, 56]. IL-

1α and IL-1β are products of distinct genes, with differ-

ent processing and secretion; however, they have similar

biological activity due to binding to the same receptor and

MyD88-dependent activation of NF-κB [57, 58].

Voronov et al. [58] showed that solid tumors did not

develop in IL-1α/IL-1β knockout mice, whereas wild-

type mice died because of metastasis to the lungs. In addi-

tion, IL-1 may induce expression of matrix metallopro-

teinase 1 (MMP1) in bone marrow stromal cells in

melanoma patients, and increase MMP1 activity which

leads to tumor niche remodeling and metastasis. IL-1

induces the production of angiogenic growth factors and

proteins in cell lines of colorectal cancer [59]. In a Myc-

dependent mouse model of β-cell pancreatic islet car-

cinogenesis, activation of Myc induces production of IL-

1β, which contributes to angiogenesis [60]. The tumor

microenvironment secretes IL-1, which interacts with

IL-1R on tumor cells leading to activation of angiogenic

factors and adhesion molecules and promotes tumor

invasion and metastasis [58, 61].

ROLE OF INFLAMMATORY CYTOKINES

IN DEVELOPMENT OF MDSC

Proinflammatory cytokines secreted by tumor and

tumor microenvironment inhibit terminal differentia-

tion of myeloid cells and promote the expansion and

activation of MDSC. Recent studies have shown that
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TNF is important for the development and activation of

MDSC. For example, Zhao et al. found that transplant-

ed tumor cell lines are often rejected in TNF-deficient

mice, and tumor regression correlates with delayed

dynamics of MDSC accumulation [62]. Reduction in the

number of MDSC was due to their impaired survival

through downregulation of antiapoptotic protein c-FLIP

in the absence of TNF signaling. Furthermore, in TNF

receptor deficient mice, it was shown that TNFRII,

rather than TNFRI, is important for MDSC survival by

activation of antiapoptotic protein expression [62].

Another group of researchers also confirmed the impor-

tance of the signaling cascade mediated by TNFRII in

MDSC regulation. Thus, MDSC derived from mice defi-

cient in TNFRII are characterized by reduced produc-

tion of NO required for MDSC suppressor activity, and

IL-6, which activates STAT3 through interaction with

gp130 [63].

Another group of investigators demonstrated that

TNF inhibits differentiation and enhances suppressive

properties of MDSC in an experimental model of chronic

inflammation. In this model, mice deficient in TNF were

injected with BCG bacteria killed by heat, thus inducing

chronic inflammation. After that, accumulation of

myeloid cells was evaluated and their suppressive proper-

ties in the absence of TNF were studied. It was found that

in spite of the increased expression of certain inflammato-

ry cytokines, mice with complete inactivation of TNF

were characterized by significant reduction in MDSC in

the spleen. In addition, genetic inactivation of TNF was

associated with a reduction in MDSC suppressor activity

[64]. TNF-deficient MDSC did not inhibit T-cell

response and were characterized by reduced expression of

s100A8, s100A9, and their receptor RAGE, which is nec-

essary for the activation and expansion of MDSC. This

work showed that TNF inhibits further differentiation of

Fig. 2. Role of TNF in cancer and MDSC development – anti-TNF-therapy. a) TNF promotes tumor growth. Binding of TNF to its recep-

tors on endothelial cells or fibroblasts leads to NF-κB activation with subsequent expression of chemokines, adhesion molecules, growth fac-

tors, and proinflammatory cytokines that promote angiogenesis, inflammation, and recruitment of immune cells to the site of inflammation

[81]. TNF through the same receptors activates tumor cell proliferation and induction of VEGF and metalloproteinase required for tumor

angiogenesis and tumor niche remodeling [82]. b) Antitumor effect of TNF. High doses of exogenous TNF lead to tumor necrosis [83].

However, this effect is not caused by a direct cytotoxic effect on tumor cells, but rather on the endothelium of blood vessels, which results in

the destruction of blood vessels associated with the tumor, and tumor regression [84]. In clinical tests, it has been shown that TNF monother-

apy may be ineffective, but in conjunction with chemotherapy, local TNF concentration increases due to increased permeability of blood ves-

sels and is used in the treatment of melanomas and sarcomas in isolated limb perfusion technique [85]. c) TNF and other proinflammatory

cytokines secreted by tumor microenvironment lead to chronic inflammation associated with the tumor [2]. In chronic inflammation, imma-

ture myeloid cells acquire immunosuppressive phenotype. It has been shown that TNF is required for the development and activation of

myeloid suppressor cells [64, 86, 87]. Neutralization of TNF with etanercept or infliximab results in a decrease of the tumor growth and

MDSC accumulation, suppression of the immune response of T-cells, as well as a possible decrease in metastasis.

a b

c
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immature myeloid cells in vitro, while in the absence of

TNF their differentiation toward CD11c+ and F4/80+

cells occurred, which prevented MDSC accumulation.

Interaction of IL-1 with IL-1R leads to the activa-

tion of NF-κB via the MyD88-dependent pathway. In

addition, NF-κB regulates the expression of suppressor

factors IL-10 and Arg1, as well as expression of antiapop-

totic proteins necessary for the survival of MDSC [15]. In

4T1 tumor model, overexpressing IL-1β NK-cells are

functionally inhibited. Overexpression of IL-1β leads to

expansion of granulocytic MDSC subpopulation, pheno-

typically characterized as CD11b+Ly6G+Ly6C–, which

inhibits the expression of NKG2D receptor on NK-cells

[65]. Overexpression of IL-1β by gastric parietal cells

contributes to spontaneous development of stomach

inflammation and cancer and is characterized by NF-κB-

dependent activation of MDSC [53].

Overexpression of IL-6 is also typical for malignant

neoplasms. In an experimental model of esophageal can-

cer in mice and in patients with esophagus squamous cell

carcinoma, a positive correlation of IL-6 expression and

the accumulation of MDSC was found. In vitro culturing

of blood leukocytes with IL-6 leads to expansion of

MDSC with distinctive for this cell population elevated

arginase 1 and ROS levels. It is known that IL-6 leads to

phosphorylation of STAT3, which is an important tran-

scriptional factor for activation of genes responsible for

differentiation and MDSC engraftment to the site of

inflammation [66]. In an experimental model of breast

cancer, a role of IL-6 in recruitment of MDSC has also

been shown. In addition, MDSC themselves expressed

IL-6 and increased the concentration of soluble IL-6R

through the regulation of ADAM17 protease [67].

Collectively, proinflammatory cytokines regulate MDSC

functions by activating downstream signaling pathways:

JAK/STAT, NF-κB, COX-2, and PGE2 [31].

Thus, proinflammatory cytokines are important fac-

tors in the development and functioning of MDSC and

tumor microenvironment. Based on these results, we can

suggest that blocking of TNF, IL-1, and IL-6 for possible

MDSC inhibition may be an important adjunct to cancer

therapy.

ANTI-CYTOKINE THERAPY AND MDSC

Systemic anti-cytokine therapy is widely used in the

treatment of various autoimmune diseases [68].

Currently, five blockers of TNF are approved for clinical

use: infliximab, adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab,

and etanercept. These blockers have differences in struc-

ture, mechanism of inhibition and the effective dosage.

They bind to and neutralize sTNF with comparable effi-

ciency, although it was previously shown that etanercept

blocks tmTNF less effectively [69]. Furthermore, etaner-

cept binds the soluble form of lymphotoxin, thereby sys-

temically inhibiting not only TNF-mediated functions,

but also functions of soluble LTα. Not surprisingly,

because of their structural differences, these drugs are

used with varying effectiveness in the treatment of

autoimmune diseases [70, 71]. The use of TNF inhibitors

may have clinical significance in tumor therapy. For

example, in experiments with mice, humanized for the

TNF gene [72], it was found that anti-cytokine therapy

with etanercept or infliximab reduces the growth of trans-

plantable tumors. Furthermore, the use of TNF

inhibitors was associated with reduced accumulation of

MDSC and their decreased suppressive activity [73]

(Fig. 2). In an adenocarcinoma model, it was shown that

neutralization of TNF by etanercept or infliximab

reduces tumor growth and metastasis [74]. Finally, in

clinical trials, 60% of patients with kidney carcinoma

showed prolonged stabilization of the disease during anti-

TNF-therapy [75, 76].

The use of IL-6/IL-6R blockers was also investigat-

ed in several tumor models and in clinical trials. It was

shown that monoclonal antibodies to IL-6R suppress

tumor growth and MDSC accumulation at the tumor site

[77]. Siltuksimab – an inhibitor of human IL-6 – has

been approved for the treatment of lymphoproliferative

syndrome [78]. Finally, clinical trial of IL-1 blockers

demonstrated their effectiveness in patients with colorec-

tal cancer and non-small cell lung cancer [79]. Therapy

with anakinra, an antagonist of IL-1 receptor, in combi-

nation with dexamethasone in multiple myeloma patients

also led to a stabilization of the disease [80].

The main problem, however, with anti-cytokine

therapy are its systemic effects, because such drugs non-

specifically inhibit cytokines that perform both physio-

logical and pathological functions. It is not surprising that

systemic anti-cytokine therapy has several side effects.

Now increasing attention is given to development of more

specific inhibitors of proinflammatory cytokines for clin-

ical use. In particular, a potential target for the combined

treatment of tumors and autoimmune diseases, for which

a pathological role of MDSC was shown, can be anti-

cytokine cell-targeted therapy with bispecific antibodies,

which inhibit proinflammatory cytokines in a particular

cellular source. Therefore, the study of the effect of

blocking TNF, IL-1, and IL-6 in the development of

MDSC may be clinically relevant and important for

understanding of molecular mechanisms of their regula-

tion.

During the development of malignant tumors, there

is an imbalance between the signals of cell death and sur-

vival, proliferation and termination of division, increased

production of proinflammatory cytokines and chemo-

kines, that recruits various immune cells, which in turn

are suppressed by the tumor microenvironment and

become part of it, and contribute to further growth of the

tumor. There is a serious rearrangement of metabolism in

tumor cells, which allows cells to proliferate and survive.
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Furthermore, immature myeloid cells rapidly accumu-

late, become immunosuppressive and inhibit antitumor

immune response during tumor growth and inflamma-

tion. These immature cells become part of the tumor

microenvironment together with tumor-associated

fibroblasts, macrophages, neutrophils, and dendritic cells

that actively infiltrate the tumor and protect it from the

action of the immune system.

Various approaches to cancer therapy aimed at regu-

lation of metabolism, inhibition of growth factors, activa-

tion of antitumor immune response, inhibition of cell

proliferation or changing the epigenetic status of cells are

now being developed. Proinflammatory cytokines provide

signals for MDSC survival, differentiation and mainte-

nance. Understanding the mechanisms of myeloid sup-

pressor cell development and the use of proinflammatory

cytokine inhibitors may be beneficial for tumor therapy.

For example, the use of specific inhibitors aimed at sup-

pression of cytokine production by a specific cell type

may be more advantageous than systemic therapy and

may have less pronounced side effects on the body.
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